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By means ofdigital imaging tools, specifically Adobe Photoshop, my art work uses
painterly references to explore diverse themes. Using painting as a filter, my work
explores the tradition of landscape in painting and photography, panorama suburbia
through a photographic lens and surrealist art. The convergence of these ideas is captured
in the constructed digital images that comprise my thesis work.
The interview format is the beginning ofmy progression into performance art, where I
am exploring more avant-garde avenues ofartistic representation that seeks to eliminate
the viewer.
Interview Format:
This is a fictitious interview. My purpose is to set up a narrative that would glean some insight
into my MFA thesis work. The interviewer is a combination of several people, comments, and
questions that arose while attending the graduate program in photography at the Rochester
Institute ofTechnology.
Interviewer: Although you have been reluctant in the past to speak about your pictures at length,
the use of allegory seems to be a way to frame a discussion about your work. Why do you use
allegory?
Artist: An allegorical work is more flexible than most genres, it allows for multiple
interpretations. The reason I choose an allegorical approach to making art is because it is indirect
and coded. It's obvious that my art deals with the genre of everyday life mixed with art historical
references- but I'm not sure why that has to be explained.
The reluctance to speak about the work comes from my belief that words change the art. If you
ever go to a Monet or a Dali exhibit at a museum, you'll notice that you can walk more freely
from picture to picture than you can walk from wall text to wall text. I think people put too much
emphasis on the explanations about the art and should spend more time experiencing the actual
work. Words carry their own implicit meaning; text can get in the way. When a piece works you
don't need words, or there are no words for it- you simply know, or don't know.
Interviewer: Multifaceted and obscure, many references can go unnoticed and equally untold.
Doesn't the degree ofunderstanding depend on the viewer? A body ofwork too diluted- too coded
reaches no one. Do you think that is a danger?
Artist: Surely, it's a trap.
Often, discourses on allegorical works are based on the question of interpretation and the inability
of the artist to clearly define his or her purpose to an audience. If the work was unambiguous it
would cease to be allegory. The conceit in allegory isn't meant to be understood by everyone. To
remove the veil in allegorical work is to strip it of what it alludes to. Worrying about being
understood is a problem in an academic setting, for sure. It's important to be able to communicate
what you're doing but not at the expense of working. When I have too many words, or
preconceived notions about an image, or body ofwork, it's finished.
Interviewer: "Wordsworth, seeking the common language ofhumanity, feared that words might
become hieroglyphics"1- do you agree?
Artist: That sounds wonderful; there are a lot ofwords I don't like. Seriously, if I were to apply
that sentiment to images- I'd have to agree. From my perspective there's nothing worse than
trying to explain images, or explaining symbolism.
Interviewer: History seems to be of some significance to your work, yet the majority of your
images appear to be set in the present time. Would you like to explain that?
Artist: Construction sites and suburban sprawl dominate the American landscape, but I don't see
my images from that perspective. Superficially, my work depicts a portion of our society,
specifically how we work, where we live, and congregate. My house images could easily be
tepees, caves, or mud huts. The houses are on one level a generic representation ofdwellings, and
how they are organized within a landscape. Some reveal very similar structures but no two are
truly alike. In general, I relatemy pictures to art historical imagery to find the similarities between
my art and the generations of artistry that came before me. In a way I'm trying to decode the
artistic impulse.
The idea of being timeless has always interested me. I didn't think my images depicted any real
time. It's a notion I came across throughNietzsche's writing- what is it thatmarks us as a child of
our
time?2 1 can see why you came to the conclusion; it's definitely a theme I am concerned with.
I'm not sayingmywork is timeless.
The image below illustrates this concept. It is set clearly in the present but may allude to Greek
ruins or a war torn city that was reduced to rubble- luckily the children were spared and the toy
store remained intact, (smile) Moreover, the image can be interpreted as a reflection of the
impermanence of structures and institutions in our society and our attitude that everything is
disposable. Of course, it could have another double meaning; involving the machinery as a toy
indicative of consumer driven economy and the notion whoever has the most toys wins. It's all a
matter ofdegrees whether a viewer chooses to see this image as something past, present or both.
Mywork attempts to explore that and other questions. What marks us as a child ofour time?How
can I overcome my time so I can make artwork that will be significant beyond my lifespan?
Now and again I do think about why some subjects, artists, images, and thinkers are timeless
what is the thread that links them? - And why are they still relevant?
Figure 1.1 Bellotto: Dresden,1765
Figurel.2 Toys RUs, 2001
Interviewer: Could you elaborate?
Artist: Simply put, works of art that deal with social issues of a specific time may become
irrelevant when society becomes enlightened to the problem. That is, unless the image itself
becomes timeless. The Passion of Sacco and Vanzetti by Ben Shahn is a great example of a
timeless image- If you don't know the story: Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti were two
Italian immigrants executed in the United States in the 1920's. They were found guilty of robbery
and blamed for two deaths that occurred during the theft in Boston. Some people believe the pair
wrongly accused and were punished for their anarchistic ideology. In spite of their many appeals
during their lifetime they were sentenced to death. I read an unconfirmed account on the internet
that stated that ballistics tests preformed sometime in the 1960's on the on the gun found in
Sacco's possession proves that Sacco was guilty and Vanzetti was innocent. The duo was
posthumously cleared by former Massachusetts governorMichael Dukakis and were honored with
Sacco and Vanzetti day on August 23, 1977. In our postMcCarthyism, post civil rights world, it's
hard to muster a great deal of enthusiasm for the possible injustice faced by two men who may
really be guilty of their accused crimes. Although, Sacco and Vanzetti may make us question our
faith in our judicial system, and our death penalty laws, they aren't exactly my idea of political
martyrs. The image by Ben Shahn's The Passion ofSacco and Vanzetti is a far cry from the photos
that document blackmen being hanged from trees in the south.
Clearly, I have little vested interest in the story but I care for the image because it draws on aspects
of art history through its classical depiction. Like many artists before him, including
Michelangelo, Shahn uses art history as part of his tool box. Shahn is drawing upon features of
representation that I associate with Byzantine Art, Giotto, and the birth of perspective. Giotto's
influence is most pronounced in the treatment of the figures. Corresponding to Giotto's
Lamentation, Shahn flattens out the torsos of the men he's depicting while rendering the faces
with more 3-dimensionality. Ben Shahn got it right in that image with or without the story. Sex
and politics are an easy way into public favor; it's nice when you can get beyond all of that.
Of course, there are other exceptions. The expressionist images, like those by Nolde, Heckle, and
Kollwitz, that tie into the Holocaust or the American art that relates to slavery and the concept of
uplift hold a particular fascination for me. Certainly this imagery deals with heavy ideological
themes but without knowing that the images can stand up on their own.
Interviewer: Let's pursue this subject a little more?
Artist: (nod)
Interviewer: What do you thinkmarks our time?
Artist: Excluding specific technology, maybe I'm getting at a generic time; I guess that wouldn't
be too far from present day. Between television, movies, and the internet, our society has become
so streamlined-the history of pop culture was put into a Kitchen Aid and pours out a smoothie.
It's called recombinant culture- the idea was introduced to me as an undergraduate in a
communications class and later reaffirmed to some degree in graduate school. Pieces of seventies
fashion and sitcoms cycle around so often now. The older I get the harder it seems to delineate
what marks the time we live in. I've been playing the Generic Individual game for a while now. I
drive a Jeep, drink Starbucks, and lately I've beenwearing a lot of J-crew. (smile)
I think the only thing that propels us forward as a society is technology and not always for the
better. Kurt Vonnegut's short story Welcome to the Monkey House has become increasingly
significant to the present and not so distant future. He depicts a world that has overcome aging.
Sounds great, unless you were born before the technology was created. He calls those people foxy
grandpas. The foxy grandpas seek out the services of suicide booths to put them out of their
misery. That's just a glimpse, but you can see how it relates to our time, by using the example of
plastic surgery and cosmetic fillers such as, Silicone, Restylane, and Botox. A surgeon could
circumvent the aging process by making you look like a young Hollywood star if you are willing
to pay the money and take the risk of inducing man made materials into your body. With the right
combination of cosmetic fillers you can remove wrinkles and have your face virtually
unchangeable for months or in the case of a filler named Radiance your facial corrections could
last 2-5 years. Plastic, unchanging people don't seem too far off. If you look at the covers ofmost
magazines you'll notice that the people are too perfect, that a staff of Photoshop retouchers did
some plastic surgery of their own. I prefer not to idealize the figures inmy work- they are generic
enough already. The important part ofVonnegut's story is that not all advancement is beneficial,
but I'm certainly no Luddite.
By superficially becoming more generic I have a renewed interest in being an individual. I have
gained insight into my humanity and what differentiates me from others. Differences are
necessary. If we were all carbon copies of one another, life would be unbearably boring. If we
were all young looking, I'd be out trying to collect foxy grandpas to use inmy images.
Figurel.3 Made from the Best Stuffon Earth, 2001
I do think America; at least my small corner of it is generic. My art work does touch on that. I
create nonspecific landscapes; there's definitely a lack of drama in my landscapes and the figures
are ordinary people instead of actors. In a lot of ways I think our society is stuck in a generic
pattern, where movies and advertising have streamlined so many ofus into being hollow drones. I
meet the same people over and over again, even the smart ones talk about the clothes they buy and
repeat movie lines. Maybe, in some respect, my work is a reaction to the shallow exterior we
choose to display but it's the seemingly unperceivable depth that worries me.
Interviewer: Isn't it true you consider this work to be a document- doesn't that imply recording
the present?
Artist: I consider specific images to be constructed or pseudo documents- that reflect a sense of
our dress, technology, and dwellings. Sure, in that sense they are documentary. Future viewers
could get a lot of insight into turn of the millennia America. However, it would be a limited
scope, very suburban.
Figurel.4 TwoHouses, 2001
Interviewer: I would like to hearmore about the concept ofconstructed documents. . .
Artist: To me documentary photography or the notion of a document is essentially declaring a
truth of some sort. A document screams- see this- this happened. A constructed document is
more like watching the movie JFK by Oliver Stone. The movie shows possibilities, what could
have happened. Stone leads us to a conclusion by combining fragments of different accounts of
theKennedy assassination but it is not necessarily the truth.
The concept of constructing a document has informed my work on several levels. I first
encountered the idea in school while learning about the Kennedy assassination. Our teacher
presented us with a picture of Lee Harvey Oswald in his yard holding the rifle that was credited
with killing JFK. The thing was that the photograph contained some inconsistencies- like the
shadows on the gun didn't match the shadows on Oswald. There is strong evidence that the
photograph has been doctored. Somebody had constructed that document.
Figurel.5 WhiteHouse, 2001
The idea ofalteration and constructing a document has evolved since then into myway of thinking
about this body of work. The process itself is a multi-layered construction. Images contain
construction work being done which is a digitally constructed reality. What you think is the
present in most cases. It's one ofmy ways of framing a key question; what is real and what is
possible? The point is everything is open to fabrication in art or politics.
The Canadian artist JeffWall would be an example of an
artist working in the realm of what I consider to be
constructed documents using digital media. Wall's work
is quite diverse; ranging from tableaux of the undead to
the everyday. Discourse surrounding Wall centers on art
Figurel .6 Wall: Untitled Overpass, 200 1
historical references and constructed realities that have been termed "near-documentary" I'm
intrigued by the urban realism which he fabricates out of fragments of reality depicted in the
Untitled (Overpass). His images are constructed documents, a montage of the ordinary. JeffWall
does recreate images from art history using contemporary iconography as in A Sudden Gust of
Windwhich casts actors as businessmen in the foreground ofa re-enacted Japanese woodcut. I do
take pleasure inWall's notion ofthe possible being constructed out ofthe existing.
Interviewer: Kind of like this interview?
Artist: Yes, exactly like this interview.
Interviewer: What would you say is your intent in this body ofwork?
Artist: It's too easy to over simplify, yet I find that the allure of the epic is irresistible. The
journey that someone else can provide is often as self-affirming as an actual life experience. Even
a degree ofuplift. Particular pieces may suggest a feeling ofpathos to ethos.
Interviewer: Certain people would state that you go to great lengths to construct something when
Figurel.7 Last Farm Visit, 2001
one could go out and take the same picture. Earlier you mentioned that you want to lift people out
of the ordinary, yet focus on ordinary events. Is there a contradiction?
Artist: (pause) ...not necessarily. The representation of the ordinary or familiar functions on
several levels simultaneously. Whether you associate with the landscape or the figures, there's
something to embrace. In simple terms, the familiarity of the work makes it easier to enter. The
viewer can bring a certain set ofmemories to draw upon.
Interviewer: How does your own philosophy enter into this work?
Artist: I'm not sure how my personal philosophy is relevant since getting the voice of the artist
out of the work has always been important to me. Though I spend hours in front of the computer
trying different combinations of images and playing with the possibilities the work isn't
autobiographical. The moment when the image begins to come together, when elements make
sense, something else is guiding it. If I knew how it worked my process would be much more
efficient, (smile)When pictures don't work there's loss oftime, hopefully even the failures inform
either the process or the intent. Either an image works or it doesn't- you know because you feel it.
Images definitely have their own kind of logic.
I have become increasingly aware of the interplay between images. The way pictures work
together and inform one another, yet remain distinctively separate. To me each image is separate.
I tend to break the photographer rule of trying to match the color of the skies in my constructions.
As I keep working, the gap between images seems to get smaller, like the spaces between houses
are getting smaller. Eventually I'll figure it out.
Interviewer: Will the viewer get it?
Artist: I've never really liked the idea that work is produced with a specific viewer in mind. I
don't want to change my creation so someone else can get it. I'd like to think that my viewers can
think for themselves instead of relying on a curator or wall text. Perhaps a way to reframe the
notion ofthe viewer is to eliminate him altogether.
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Currently, I'm working on a project where the viewer isn't a consideration at all. I'm employed in
a Candle Factory as a non-producing member of the manufacturing plant. I'm studying factory
mentality, making inside land art by scraping the floors, and collecting contemporary artifacts
while learning about my Chinese counterpart. My co-workers and managers know about my
project but there will be no documentation of my display due to the proprietary nature of our
products. The only other people who will get a glimpse ofmy performance are the occasional tour
groups that visit the factory and they don't know there is a performance going on at all. I can not
take pictures in the factory and the performance aspect of this work will never be viewed or
recreated in a gallery. The concept intrigues me: a minuscule audience, no critics, but a personal
awareness, that the site specificworkmakes perfect sense in a particular space.
Figurel.8 Untitled LandArt, 200 1
Interviewer: How has your work evolved over the course of the last several years while enrolled
in the Rochester Institute ofTechnology?
Artist: The creation of a more believable space was the key element. This really changed the
structure of my past images. When I say believable space, I don't necessarily mean real space.
It's all still an illusion on a 2-dimensional piece of paper or computer screen. While constructing
an image some areas take on multiple perspectives or elements overlap to create depth. Other
areas get pulled forward or pushed back by color or focus- in order to support a 3-d illusion for the
overall image. Just as some figures float more than others. I've mentioned just some of the tools
available to manipulate space.
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There still is a flux between representations of earthly places and another state of reality in my
work- the picture plane has a more perceivable depth. I also think that the work is more subtle
now. It's my hope that the viewer doesn't need to be assaulted with religious iconography and
cliches in order to perceive that there is something going on. Being at the Institute gave me the
time necessary to develop the process ofpursuing a constructed image.
Figurel.9 Monument I, 2001
Interviewer: Monuments seem to figure into these works?
Artist: Yes. The process of scanning, piecing together images from various sources lends itself to
scale differences depending on the resolution of the input device. It's not uncommon for me to
have to resize everything. It's part of the process that I enjoy. Certain combinations are actually
quite humorous especially when the figure dwarfs a landscape. Most of those I keep to myself,
but a fewmonuments made it into this show.
Monuments have many properties in common with what artists try to create, including an almost
religious experience felt by a viewer. Those moments of awe that can take you outside of
everyday life.
I find the ritual aspects ofmonuments to be amazing. In the shadow of the monument it is easy to
accept the spectacle as common place or dismiss it as mere entertainment. However, below the
surface history is a pattern ofhuman rites and behaviors that can be quite extraordinary.
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The fact that such rituals still exist today in outpost-modern society strikes me as sentimentality.
This kitschy form ofnarrative seems like a throw back to another age. The paradox is, though we
are supposed to be so advanced, humans are still primal. We are full of contradictions, a mix of
the instinctual, the arcane and the pursuit of the avant-garde.
Interviewer: Are there certain artists or pieces that you find particularly moving?
Artist: I've been influenced substantially by art history, especially in the composition and
technical aspects ofconstructing an image. Surprisingly, the piece I find most moving has nothing
to do the complexities of composition or illusionary space. I'm referring to a piece by Anselm
Kiefer titled 20 Years ofSolitude; his canvases and books are literally mixed with trash in a giant
pile and stacked towards the ceiling. It sort of resembles a funeral pyre. I experienced it in the
form ofa black and white photograph in a book; nevertheless it's the most telling thing I've ever
seen.
Figurel.10 Kiefer: 20 Years ofSolitude, 1971-91
Interviewer: What other influences?
Artist: Michelangelo's working method is relevant to me. He collected ordinary figures and later
placed them into a new configuration on canvas; it is a lot like the process I use on the computer.
The Last Judgment, for example; he renders faces that resemble people I either could or do know.
The interactions between figures are outstanding to say the least. What I enjoy most is turning the
image upside down and viewing the overall image structure that way. I usually flip the most holy
right-side up and change the image to black and white.
13
Figurel.ll Michelangelo: The Last JudgmentRevisited, 1541-2000
Interviewer: What else?
Artist: Hans Holbein's image The Ambassadors with that skull piercing the picture -has inspired
me to at one time or another to try to break the picture plane.
14
Figure 1.12 Gross Bathers, 2000
Guercino, specifically, an image titled The Prodigal Son 's Return is an image depicting what I
assume to be a father and his two sons. Their arms intertwine creating an inverted cross and
illusory depth.
Figure 1.13 Guercino: TheProdigal Son's Return, 1619
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Figure 1.14 Untitled Grotto, 2000
Giandomenico Tiepolo's paintingMinuet is a wonderful scene of leisure, the subject matter and
coloring is what inspired me in this piece. Tiepolo creates an uplifting mood in the presence of a
stone monument that appears to be lording over the festivities.
Figure 1.15 Tiepolo-: Minuet, 1756
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Tintoretto's emotional and enigmatic paintings are full ofmurky corners which influenced a lot of
my earlier graduate work; especially his paintings The Finding of the Body ofSt. Mark and Christ
at the Sea ofGalilee. For me Tintoretto's paintings begin to tie into later Expressionist work
which I admire for its lack ofclearly focused detail.
Figure 1.16 Tintoretto: Christ at the Sea ofGalilee, 1580
Gericault's Raft ofMedusawith its mass of twisted figures. . . .
El Greco's use ofcolor and overall composition has impacted my sensibility.
Also, Salvador Dali's Crucifixion is my idea of perfection. I could go on about the classical
execution of the fabric in Gala's dress as she knells or the modern feel of the cross- But in truth












Figure 1.17 Untitled Grotto, 2000
The sculptures by Giacometti, those emaciated figures we all know so well- I simply adore in a
rather dark way. Occasionally those emaciated figures have reappeared in my earlier work.
A work by George Grosz titled The Poor and The Rich, in which both the poor and the rich are
grotesque- is the first piece of art that I wanted
to own.
Figure 1.18 Grosz: The Poor and The Rich, 1945
IX
Thework ofNolde, Kathe Kollwitz, Picasso, and Dubuffet helped free my mind from realism in the
traditional sense, sort of like an acid trip mixed with brutal humanity.
Romare Bearden and John Biggers introduced me to uplift and the strength of Black Art in
America.
Courbet's the Allegory of the Artist's Studio is of some importance- Courbet collected people he
knew over a period ofmany years, who never occupied the same space and placed them all into one
image. I think in similar terms Thomas Eakins has had a profound influence. I respect his subject
matter of the everyday man at work and play; most notably the tone of The Swimming Hole
paintings and photographs. Also a painting titledMending theNet encompasses the American spirit
that I associate with.
Of course, Eakins was a technical master who influenced me. He collected photographs and
recombined them into large painted works using a grid method or projections.
Figure 1.19 Eakins: The SwirnrningHole, 1885
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Figure 1 .20 Bathers, 200 1
The composition of The SwimmingHole has been a great help in deciphering spatial relationships
between figures receding into a landscape. Viewing it in black and white like this allows me to
see the tonal range separately from color. Considering the tonal range of an image in grayscale
eliminates any visual flow achieved through color- color can therefore be utilized as a separate
tool.
Millet's The Gleaners definitely has been an inspiration as far as
subject matter and structure.
Figure 1.21 Millet: TheGleaners, 1848
Figure 1.22 Green Tyvek, 2001
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More recently, Henry Peach Robinson's unfinished works gave me insight into how to find seams
in photographs which helped me to combine multiple images in Photoshop. As did Wyeth's
painting Christina 's World. Wyeth painted the backgrounds ofhis images first and later added the
figures. Both artists' would have surely appreciated the undo button in Photoshop. Or the
cleanliness ofa good infinitely workable layer mask.
I could go on but we don't have enough time....Vermeer, Caravaggio, Duerer, Bellotto, Bosch,
David, Turner, and Church. Warhol. The history of art and photography is an incredibly rich
resource for any living artist; all have influenced the fluidity ofmy themes and structures ofmy
work. Photographers have influenced me too. Lewis Baltz, Joel Sternfeld, Martin Parr, Andreas
Gursky, the Bechers. . .
Figure 1.23 Gursky: Alba, 1989
Interviewer: Does photographic practice influence your thinking differently than that ofpainters?
Artist: Visually, there is a great deal of overlap in the two mediums but there are some inherent
differences. Photography is a light based medium that interprets the world through a machine and
painting is a pigment based medium that is filtered through the hand, they are bound to influence
an artist in different ways. Photoshop is basically a hybrid of these two art forms. In general
terms, photography has a different set of rules when it comes to color balance and light. Painters
21
tend to use color more freely and light less realistically. In regards to lighting, I'm not a strict
realist, or a "photo-realist". I believe in "god" lighting, an example would be adding spot lights in
a landscape that contradicts the natural light. It is hard to admit that I am much more moved by
painting than photography, since mywork has become increasingly photographic in nature.
Figure 1.24 Untitled, 2002
Interviewer: What, ifanything, connects all of these artists in your mind?
Artist: I guess the perceptible common thread among most of those artists is that they were
interested in depicting a combination of figures in landscape. Their constructs, use of color,
themes, and convergence continue to be useful to me. The prevalence of painters is because the
working method sometimes employed in painting, adding multiple layers of color or texture, is
22
more like how I use Photoshop to add layers of semitransparent color and textured objects over a
photograph to create more depth in my images. Paintings seem to hold the key to so many ofmy
questions on how to represent a 3-dimensional object or figure in a 2-dimensional picture plane
Interviewer: Why not paint these images instead?
Artist: The computer is the perfect tool for me to layer my Active narratives. Simply put, my
pieces are fabrications that simulate the look of a real world but are an on going collaboration
between the human brain and machine. These works aren't still lifes or come from an existing
landscape. The ground is often made up ofmultiple layers ofdifferent kinds ofgrasses or terrain,
set at varying opacities to create the landscape.
The images are about combination and repetition. I spend a lot of time trying things out, playing
with scale, moving objects and people around, adding colors and textures, and then evaluating
what I have. My methodology in Photoshop is dependant multiple layers that can be manipulated
at any time during the process- paint on canvas is less forgiving than virtual space. If I was a
painter I think I'd spend a great deal of time of scraping offpaint.
Interviewer: The landscape is ofobvious importance in your images. Without knowing anything
else, a viewer could come to the conclusion that your work is part of a save the environment
campaign. Is your work a vehicle for environmental change?
Artist: Not really. I'm interested in the cycle of building and the way people have altered the
landscape. I don't think the work points to any environmental politics, or at least I tried not to go
that route.
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Figure 1.25 Untitled Construction Site, 2001
Interviewer: Tell me more about this cycle ofbuilding?
Artist: The human race has changed the face of the earth. The artifacts and sites uncovered by
archeologist prove that. We build, destroy, and build again. Mars seems to be the next frontier.
Being an artist, I believe humans have the innate drive to migrate, build, and destroy. It's one of
the few instincts that civilization actually nurtures, and romanticizes.
Interviewer: I feel obliged to ask. How has yourwork been impacted by September 11?
Artist: I was in the middle of this project. It changed the way I looked at construction sites. I
used firemen in one picture, businessmen in others. The iconography of the figures suddenly
changed. I'd say it became hard to work. Right after September 11, 1 concentrated on shooting. I
collected thousands of houses, this was a project I had started prior to the bombing, but lately it
has gained new significance. I was able to work through my feelings of futility and regained the
confidence needed to continue making art. When I did return to the computer, my work changed:
it seemed more fluid with less manipulation.
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Figure 1.26 Harangue the Infinite/Garden Party, 2001
I took pictures off the TV on September 11. They are hard images to deal with. I find myself
turning the pictures into something that looks like it was taken from a newspaper 50 years ago.
Figure 1.27 9/11,2002
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Interviewer: It's interesting to make the past out of the present; can you give a glance at the
future?
Artist: Sure, I'll include some pictures, (smile) Now that we are at war again, have you been
watching news coverage? Watching things blow up doesn't exactly hold my interest, so I've taken
to scrutinizing the formatting of the news.
Have you noticed the graphics on CNN when they display the number ofPOWs from the US and
Britain? The graphics look more like baseball than war. Just a thought: war is becoming a
national pastime, while a new generation ofkidswill be collecting and trading baseball cards.
US 7
UKO.
1 Michael Murrin, The Veil ofAllegory. (The University ofChicago Press, 1969), p. 202.
2 Walter Kaufmann, Frierich Nietzsche-The Case ofWagner. (RandomHouse, 1967), p. 155.
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